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 For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are 
being saved it is the power of God.  For it is written:  
     "I will destroy the wisdom of the wise;  
             the intelligence of the intelligent I will frustrate."  
Where is the wise man? Where is the scholar? Where is the philosopher of this age? Has not God 
made foolish the wisdom of the world?  For since in the wisdom of God the world through its 
wisdom did not know him, God was pleased through the foolishness of what was preached to 
save those who believe.  Jews demand miraculous signs and Greeks look for wisdom, but we 
preach Christ crucified: a stumbling block to Jews and foolishness to Gentiles, but to those 
whom God has called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God and the wisdom of God.  
For the foolishness of God is wiser than man's wisdom, and the weakness of God is stronger 
than man's strength.  (1 Corinthians 1:18-25) 

 

The cross of Jesus Christ:  the strongest wisdom of all 
 
In the mid 19th century there was an explosion of interest in the science of “phrenology.”  
What is phrenology?  Phrenology is the idea that aspects of a person’s character could be 
determined by carefully measuring the size of their skull, and all of the little bumps and 
ridges on one’s head.  It's expert practitioners were highly respected in society; Queen 
Victoria of England had her children’s heads carefully measured by England’s leading 
phrenologist. Their scientific works sold hundreds of thousands of copies and were 
discussed by learned societies and in public lectures. 
 
Today no one (that I know of, anyway!) believes that you can learn much about a person’s 
character by measuring their skull.  It’s just one more example of what was once regarded as 
great wisdom that is now seen as nothing more than a foolish fad.  It should make us 
wonder:  what things that people today see as undoubtedly wise might one day be seen as 
foolish even in the eyes of the world?   
 
Even more importantly, where do we find wisdom that really endures and is most 
important?  Paul tells us today that the real wisdom is centered on one particular truth and 
one particular event:  the cross of Jesus Christ.  "The wisdom of the cross," he calls it.  
 
But of course not everyone sees it that way.  From Paul's day down to ours, he says, we 
need to realize that 1) the world does not see the cross as wisdom but foolishness.  Yet, 2) 
The truth is that the cross is actually wiser and stronger than anything the world can offer. 
 
 



I.  The world calls the cross "foolishness" 
"For the message of the cross is foolishness to those who are perishing, but to us who are 
being saved it is the power of God and the wisdom of God." 
 
The cross is the simplest symbol of for us the most wonderful event there could ever be, the 
most wonderful promises there could ever be:  our guilt, our blame shouldered by Jesus, our 
responsibility for sin in the eyes of God canceled through the willing act of the Son of God 
become man--and yet that very truth the world views as nothing but foolishness.   Why?  
Paul gives us some hints when he says, "Jews look for miraculous signs and Greeks look for 
wisdom." And those two viewpoints, those same two objections to the cross are still alive 
and well today, I think.   
 
Some people, like the Jews of old, want to see miracles.  Maybe literal miracles--like the 
ability heal and speak in tongues, and make that the proof of God's hand and presence.  Or, 
maybe they just want some sort of visible display of power and achievement.  People are 
looking for "life changing" messages and "world changing" philosophies. Political 
movements.  Show me how you will end world hunger.  Stop discrimination or war or 
climate change. 
 
But the cross doesn't accomplish any of those things.  Instead of glorious, visible results it 
speaks of suffering and sacrifice and pain.  Jesus dies, and the world goes on just as it did 
before.  What good is that?    Now of course Jesus did do miracles aplenty.  But the cross 
doesn't look like much of a miracle.  Instead of a glorious triumph, it looks like a humiliating 
defeat.  Remember how Peter declared to Jesus that the cross was out of the question?  He 
wanted glorious military victories, not suffering and shame.  A lot of people today are no 
different. 
 
 
Then, "Greeks look for wisdom."  In those days it probably would have been philosophical 
kinds of wisdom--deep insights into the nature of truth and reality.  Today it's probably more 
scientific wisdom that people search for.  Unlocking the secrets of the universe or the atom.  
The secret to long life and good health, cheap energy, or how to unlock the secrets of the 
human mind and brain.  The cross doesn't provide those things either.   It says that the real 
needs of humanity are not technological but the need for a relationship with God.  The real 
problem is not lack of progress but lack of holiness, goodness and righteousness.   
 
As a result the world labels the message of the cross foolishness.   It doesn't meet the needs 
they think they have.  It doesn't make anyone richer, doesn't fill anyone's belly, promise any 
health benefits or fix the broken political system. Instead it delivers the one message that 
natural humanity--including you and me!--desperately wants to avoid hearing:  you were so 
guilty before God that you deserved death! 
 
 
 



II. The cross is actually true wisdom 
But the beauty of the cross's message is that because of it you will not face death.  Because 
the sacrifice and payment that God demanded was offered in your place.  And in God's wise 
plan, this truth is the only place he can really be found, the only way to know him. 
 
Where is the wise man? Where is the scholar? Where is the philosopher of this age? Has not 
God made foolish the wisdom of the world?  ... in the wisdom of God the world through its 
wisdom did not know him. 
 
God has prevented the world from finding him through its wisdom.  And isn't that a good 
thing really?  How glad can we be that God doesn't just select the most worldly wise and 
most successful, as if he were picking people in an NFL draft.  How many of us would be 
chosen?   How many of us would be able to find God if that finding depended on us?   
 
Instead, he comes to us in the message of the cross.  "God was pleased through the 
foolishness of what was preached to save those who believe."  God comes to us in the Gospel 
and says:  I love you.  I did this for you.  Even though you were guilty.  Even though you 
deserved the pain, I chose to feel that pain.  I chose to become like you so that you could be 
remade to be like me.   
 
And here is the true wisdom:  It's not about not what will change in the world but but that 
you yourself have been changed!  Your status before God has changed; you are forgiven!  
Entirely and only because of what took place on that cross, you have God's promise of love, 
protection and best of all, everlasting life.  The cross of Jesus doesn't solve all your earthly 
problems, instead, it transcends them with heavenly solutions.  God's love remains even 
when an earthly relationship fails or is ended by death.  Financial problems may still happen, 
but now you have the assurance of God's providing hand and the promise of eternal 
treasures.  Sickness may not be curable, but heaven gives hope for a real future.   
 
And you yourself are changed.  People can still hurt you, but the cross transforms the desire 
to revenge into the desire to forgive.  Greed and complaining changes to contentment and 
gratitude when you know that the God in charge of your life has provided for you according 
to his loving will.  Cynicism and despair are changed to hope and confidence.   
 
And all these things are transformations that no earthly wisdom can do.  The foolishness of 
God is wiser than man's wisdom, and the weakness of God is stronger than man's strength.  
No amount of science can make you feel loved.  No amount of political activism can take 
away guilt and erase pain.  No philosophical insights can provide comfort for the dying in the 
hour of death or for the survivors afterward, when compared to the incredible promise of 
life at the Father's side for Jesus' sake.  The cross may be derided by the world, but it has the 
power to do what no other message can do.   
 
 
 



Conclusion 
Even in the Church the cross of Jesus has not always been honored.  Instead of pointing 
people to the cross for salvation the church pointed people to their own works and deeds.  
Today too there are even some who call themselves Christians who are shying away from 
the cross.  The cross, they say, represents a primitive idea of God; it pictures him a vengeful 
deity who would be satisfied by nothing less than a blood sacrifice.  Some spitefully call it 
"divine child abuse." 
 
What blasphemy!  And what a terrible shame!  Because what the cross really shows us is far 
different.  The cross shows us the same loving and forgiving Father as Jesus' beautiful 
prodigal son story.  Because of Jesus' death God is the God who welcomes, the God who 
forgives.   Yes, the cross shows us that God COULD have punished us, could have demanded 
our blood.  But it also shows us that he didn't, and won't--that he would rather bleed for us 
than hurt us.  That's a God we can love.  That's the only God we can ever worship. 
 
So we are glad to make the cross our focus, to cling to it, because we know what it 
represents to us--the very essence of God's love, the difference between our death and life, 
our hell and our heaven.  Is that foolishness?  If the world wants to deem it so, we may not 
be able to prevent them.  But far be it from us ever to say that ourselves!  Rejoice in the 
cross of Jesus Christ, and praise him for his love and his death forever!  Amen. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 


